Liquid
Drain Away

Product Information
1255012

DESCRIPTION

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Liquid Drain Away is a ready-to-use caustic
drain/sewer opener. This odorless, liquid drain
and sewer opener dissolves and liquefies fats,
oils, hair and other organic matter to keep
them open and free flowing. Its powerful
formula is heavier than water, so it sinks
quickly to the point of obstruction and
immediately starts to penetrate and dissolve
the blockage. Plus, it can be used as a drain
maintainer since regular use at weekly
intervals can keep problem drains free of
blockages.

Appearance
Odor
pH
Specific Gravity
Solubility in water
Boiling Point
Freezing Point

FEATURES /BENEFITS
•Fast-acting, odorless and convenient to use.
•Opens drains and sewers by dissolving
liquefying and loosening clogs.
•Formula is heavier than water allowing it to
sink through water to open clogs.
•Available in Quarts

APPLICATIONS
Fats and Oils
Hair
Organic Matter

Lint
Paper
More!

USE IN
Sewer Laterals
Sewer Mains

Drains
And More!
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Liquid
Mild Odor
14
1.51
Soluble in Water
N/A
N/A

MARKETS
Schools
Municipalities
Prisons
Health Clubs
Recreational Facilities
Food Service Est
Apartments

Hotels/Motels
Hospitals
Restrooms
Stadiums
Casinos
Restaurants
Many MORE!

DIRECTIONS
For Sewer Main: Pour 2-4 gallons into manhole
or drain upstream and as close to the
obstruction as possible. For best results, use
regularly to keep sewer main open and free
flowing.
For Laterals: Pour 1 gallon of it into drain
upstream and as close to the obstruction as
possible.
For Drains: Pour ½-1 quart slowly into the drain.
Allow to work for 30 minutes. For difficult
obstructions, a second application may be
necessary.
Where there is a history of obstructions, the
regular use of this product at weekly intervals
(or more often if required) will keep the line
open and free flowing.
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

